Abstract-In this paper we describe the development of a productive validation device in a mobile platform, to achieve a low cost ticketing device public transport passenger. This work is integrated in the project S martCITIES Cloud Ticketing from Link Consulting S A, used to propose a multi tenancy implementation of ticketing terminals. Additionally, it was introduced the "thin device" concept which allows to move the traditional ticketing operations to cloud platform, allowing that way to increase elasticity and interoperability issues.
INTRODUCTION
In this work we propose the definition of a "thin device" terminal in an Android platform connected to a cloud. That architecture allows building a common transportation ticketing services to which the terminals can connect using a simple Plug-and-Play model, that way the cloud will automatically recognize and configure any ticketing equipment at installation time by eliminating manual configuration.
It will therefore be necessary to define the architecture of the cloud services, as well as the characteristics of terminals to consume those services. The goal is to achieve centralization of all business logic and move terminal specific logic to the cloud, therefore reducing the overall system complexity.
This change of paradigm benefits from the fact that cloud ticketing services can be accessed through the Internet and they can be elastically grown or shrunk, providing easier scalability and high availability.
Thus the entire application logic can be consolidated and centrally implemented on open and secure protocols, making the frontends equipment simple benefiting from being connected with the central ticketing system to offer valueadded features on lower capacity terminals.
In the aviation industry there are already systems for seat reservations and ticketing to be offered "as a serv ice" for several airlines, at a cost of only some cents per ticket [1] .
Having lightweight devices connecting to the business logic on the cloud also have the following advantages: (1) consolidated logic with easier maintenance and lower IT costs; (2) improved physical security (avoid secure elements distribution and logistics); (3) enable functionality by subscription for devices; (4) support offline and online operation models over the same infrastructure; and (5) Reduced complexity for supporting new terminals, by using open interoperable protocols.
A. Thin Device Concept
E-ticketing system is based on terminal devices to sell, check way in, way out of passengers , providing an alternative to the conventional way of proving the availability and validity of travel permission (e.g. paper tickets) through transferring the necessary information to an electronic medium (e.g. an RFID card or a smart card).
The architecture of an e-ticketing system can be coarsely divided into two main parts: (1) front-end, a fat device that is a terminal described in Figure 1 , that basically integrates an interface between the e-ticket carrier medium and the reading device (card reader) and all business logic of selling ticketing or validation process in the device. This device communicates to a back-end infrastructure with the necessary applications and databases to handle the business process. Our main idea is illustrated on Figure 2 , where it is proposed a common interface to card readers and put all business logic remote on cloud system architecture. This thin clients, opens several problems to solve, such as the need a continuous cloud communications, low latency because a validation process at a gate should be less than 300ms and several security and privacy issues raise on this remote logic operations. The big advantage is the easy creation and reuse of logic business process available on the cloud environment. Same terminal can be used for different ticketing operations, as illustrated on Figure 3 as it is mainly communicating and exchanging information with cloud. As in the case of a thin client, the term is often used to refer to software, but again is also used to describe the networked computer itself. If applications require multimedia components or are bandwidth intensive, should be considered using fat clients. One of the biggest advantages of fat clients rests in the nature of some operating systems and software being unable to run on thin clients. Fat clients can handle these as it has its own resources. The proposed architecture is designed to support two different sets of front-end devices on the customer side: The ones with lower processing capacity but are always online; the others that at some point in time need to work offline but have higher processing capacity. The first set of devices has what we call "thin apps" the second set has the "fat apps" [2] .
Nuvem
Thin apps know nothing about business logic and only have presentation logic built-in. They receive the screens to be displayed and send back commands. All process coordination logic, as well as business logic is located on the cloud. Every operation must be made with an online connection to the cloud services on the Business Process Services Layer.
II. ANDROID VALIDATOR
Main goal is the separation of reading process and validation process, as shown in Figure 4 . Figure 4 shows the three main components involved in the validation process: (1) card reader -it's responsible to interact with tickets smart cards, receive commands and send responses to each command; (2) Android validator -it consists in a tablet with Android OS, and it's responsible to send commands to the card reader and tickets smartcards, and interpret each command response, it's also responsible to send the information read from the smart card to the validation service and wait for the validation response; (3) validation service -it's responsible to validate the information sent by the Android validator and respond with validation result, it's also responsible to send configurations to the Android validator device, allowing the validation device to be automatically configured when the inspector successfully logs in.
A. Reading Process
The communication with the card reader (also known as coupler) is performed through instructions, called commands, to which it sends a response.
Each card reader has specific commands that can be used for example, to turn the reader's antenna or get the firmware version used by the card reader.
Communication with smart cards is also performed through commands that are specific to smart card, and are sent using the card reader as an intermediary.
The reading process consists in sending commands to the reader and the smart card of the ticket in cause, and the response to that commands has the necessary information that will be used in the validation process. The information used in validation process consists in contracts presents in the smart card and respective smart card serial number.
As Figure 5 shows the communication between the Android validator and the card reader is done using Bluetoo th and the communication between the card reader and the smart card is done using ISO 14443 (Innovatron Radio Protocol).
The card reader chosen was the AEP card reader, and the tablet with Android OS chosen was the Asus Google Nexus 7. The smart cards used were the Calypso smart cards, which are present in the Lisboa Viva card, used in the metropolitan area of Lisbon. [3] Smart card AEP card reader Android Device (Asus Google Nexus 7)
id D i (A Figure 5 . Components involved in reading process.
B. Contracts
A contract is a set of information present in a ticket, which can be valid for one or more transport operators. Each contract may contain an expiration date from which it is considered invalid. When that date is passed it is necessary to recharge the title to be used again. The Calypso application, present in Calypso smart cards, supports up to four different contracts in the file called "Contracts" [4] and [5] .
C. Commands
In this work were implemented two types of commands: (1) commands for card reader and (2) commands for smart card.
A command is byte array that has a class (CLA), an instruction (INS), and the command parameters (DATA) as Figure 6 shows. The answers follow the same format of the commands, and in the DATA field will be the status of the answer, that indicates if the command was executed with success, and contains the information requested in the command [5] and [6] .
D. External Interface
To interact, with card readers and smart cards it was implemented in current work a Java library that allows commands to be sent to the reader and then receive and interpreted their respective answers. This library allows the programmer to abstract himself from the logic of interaction with readers and smart cards, and is represented by the class diagram shown in Figure 7 (at right). The tablet Asus Google Nexus 7 is equipped with NFC, which supports the communication standard ISO 14 447, but it couldn't be used to interact with the Calypso smart cards, since it doesn't provide enough energy to the proper functioning of Calypso smart cards. That way, was used an external card reader that communicates with the Android tablet using Bluetooth and was implemented a library that stands over the Bluetooth API available in Android OS. The use of NFC would facilitate the design and use of commands for interaction with smart cards, since it is natively supported by the Android OS, and the NFC reader is already incorporated into the tablet with Android OS used in the context of this work. However it was not possible to use NFC, for the reason cited above. So it was necessary to implement a library that allows interacting with the card reader and with Calypso smart cards.
The Java library identified in Figure 7 by the bold rectangle is based on the Bluetooth library provided by the Android OS, and unlike the scenario where the NFC be used, so it is necessary to perform low level code to interact with the reader and smart cards.
As stated earlier the instructions are sent to the reader and smart cards in commands. A command consists of a class whose code can convert an instruction that the programmer wants to send to the card reader or smart card. To do this, it is necessary to convert the instruction that the programmer intends to send to a byte array that is subsequently sent to the reader [3] .
1) Interface of communication with reader
An object of type ICoupler represents a reader and is a class that contains public methods that allows to perform some relevant commands, e.g. running the command that lets you search for a card or the command that resets the reader.
It was implemented a method that sends a command and returns the response to that command. In this method are obtained the bytes of the command that will be executed, and is added information, in particular bytes that are specific to the reader as the bytes of header and trailer. It is also calculated for each command a byte with a CRC code to ensure that the command arrives without errors the reader. This method is also responsible for formatting commands that are APDU.
For each command that is sent a response is received. In this method it is also retuned the response to the previously sent command. Is initially read the status code that indicates whether it occurred or not an error when the command was executed. Then is read a byte that indicates the size of the response, and finally are read all remaining response bytes. After all bytes have been read, are then read the final two bytes that indicate the CRC of the response [3] .
2) Interpreting responses to commands
As was said earlier to run a command it's needed to create an object of type command, which is then sent to the reader. Thus it is necessary to interpret the response to the command, so that the result is converted into a format easier to understand and use by the programmer.
A class that allows interpreting a response is called the response parser, and for each command there is a class that interprets the response to that command.
To interpret a response is checked at first if the answer is in a valid format and, if so, it's started the process of interpreting the response.
The response parser is responsible for checking if the sent command has been executed correctly, throwing an exception if it does not happen.
3) Card reader and Calypso smart card commands
Given the objectives of the work were implemented the necessary commands to be able to read the necessary information that is stored in the Calypso smart cards, especially contracts and the serial number of the smart card itself.
The next subsections will describe the commands implemented for the reader and the Calypso smart card, with a description of what each command can be used. Some of these commands are specific to the reader, and the commands implemented to the Calypso smart card are independent from reader.
a) Set options command
The reader is a portable device that is powered by a battery, and is therefore set to enter power saving mode and even turn off after some time without use. Thus the state generated by the commands already sent can be lost, being necessary to repeat sending the commands previously sent.
This can be problematic when there may be long periods of inactivity between commands, for example due to the existence of the network latency, or even when the application is running in debug and is stopped for a long period of time in a break point.
In order to prevent the reader from entering into power saving mode or turn itself off, on these situations, was implemented a command that changes the power options reader.
b) Search card command
The search card command is used to turn on the reader antenna and subsequently start searching for a card. This command can be parameterized with a timeout which is used by the reader and has a maximum value of 2550 milliseconds. If during the course of this time a card is not presented, the reader responds to the command indicating that there was no card detected.
If a card is detected, the reader responds to the command by sending the information that identifies the type of the card along with some data that were generated by it.
c) Antenna off command
As previously stated the antenna is turned on with the search card command, so it is necessary to take care to disconnect the antenna when the interaction with the card ends, in order to save the reader's battery.
With this objective was implemented the antenna off command, that when sent to the reader, will turn off the antenna and terminate the communication with the smart card .
To communicate with the smart card again, after running this command, the search card command musts be executed again.
d) Select application command
This command selects an application using the identifier of the desired application.
To execute this command you must send the bytes that identify the desired application. It also must have been previously sent the search command card. If this procedure is not done the reader responds with an error due to non-previous execution of the search command card.
After running this command successfully, the application whose identifier was specified in the command becomes the current application, and can be used by commands sent later without using the identifier of the application in question.
e) Read record command
The information on the card is stored in files and three of the four types of existing files store information in the form of records.
Thus, it was therefore necessary to implement a command that allows reading records. To read a record is necessary to parameterize the command with the identifier of the file from which records will be read.
E. Validation Process
Initially the Android application uses a polling mechanism to detect if it was approached a card reader and if so starts the validation process [6] Then in the validation process is used the set options command to disable the power saving mode of reader, thus ensuring that it does not go into power saving mode when interacting with smart card.
Then the select application command is used to select the application Calypso application because this application is where is the file "Contracts" (where the contracts are s tored). If the previous command is successful executed the Calypso application becomes the current application. It is also in response to this command that is obtained the serial number of the card.
It is then necessary to read the information present in the file "Contracts", to obtain the existing contracts. This file consists of four records and each record corresponds to a contract.
Then are read all contracts, one by one, using the record command and passing a byte as a parameter to this command that identifies the file that keeps the contracts. For each contract read a request is made to the validation web service in which it responds indicating whether the contract is valid or not. In each request is also sent the card serial number and zone, since the same contract may be valid in one or more zones. Subsequently it is analyzed the result of each request to the validation service and if one of the answers is valid is then shown on the screen of the tablet with Android OS a green circle for a second and a half. If no contract is valid is shown a red circle over a second and a half.
Then a command is sent to the reader in order to re-enable the power saving mechanism in case of inactivity and finally there is shown the gray circle and is reactivated the polling mechanism, which allows the process to be repeated again for a card which is approximate to the reader.
III. VALIDATION LOGIC LAYER (VALIDATION SERVICE)
As already mentioned, the validation service implemented consists in a web service that validates tickets. To make this possible it is necessary that the tablet with Android OS communicate with this web service, sending one or more contracts present in the smart card, then receiving a response indicating whether each contract is valid or not. The web service implemented also allows a terminal, in this case the tablet with Android OS, to get the settings that indicate possible validation zones and operator identifier [6] .
To ensure confidentiality, was used the HTTPS protocol, and it was necessary to create a self-signed certificate, whose keys are used to prevent data transferred between the terminal and the validation service be accessed by others.
A. Implemented Methods
Was therefore implemented a service REST (Representational State Transfer) which is used by the tablet with Android OS and provides two main operations: validate contract (present in the ticket) and get settings. The implemented service is stateless, so it is necessary to tablet, send the credentials (username and password) on every request made to the service. This service is hosted in an application server JBOSS AS7 (JavaBeans Open Source Application Server Software).
1) Get configurations method
In order to make "thin devices" more flexible, configurations that they use are obtained from the validation service. For this it is necessary that the client (in this case tablet with Android OS) send a request to the URL of this remote method with the username and password. After verifying that the credentials sent by the client are valid, are sent in response the valid areas and the identifier of the operator corresponding to the username sent by the client.
2) Validate contract method
This method allows validating a passenger ticket. For this, the service receives a request from the tablet with Android OS, where in addition to the username and password of the inspector, it sends the information present on the smart card.
The information is sent to validate consists in the serial number of the smart card, the contract present on same smart card and also the zone where the passenger is.
Once the request reaches the service is checked if the ticket is valid through the contract received, it is checked if the contract is equals (byte for byte) to a contract in the list of valid contracts for the serial number card in question.
At the end is sent to the Android validator, that did the validation request, a response in JSON format, which indicates whether the ticket is valid or not.
IV. USE CASES AND TESTING
In this section we describe application usage and tests made to the whole system, to assess the degree of satisfaction with the pre-defined objectives. The tests fall into two distinct groups: the integration testing and performance testing. Is also described the entire environment in terms of hardware and software used during the execution of the same.
After the reader being detected successfully, the tablet with Android OS is ready for use. After entering their credentials in the main activity the inspector can then press "continue." Then an activity is shown where inspector can perform validations.
In this activity the inspector press the button "Get Coupler Info" and then the Android tablet and is ready to be used, thus being able to validate tickets.
Initially it was found that when the reviewer login successfully, the Android validator presents the possible zones of validation.
It was found that when inspector presented a valid ticket, was shown the green circle (see Figure 8 ), but only to the zones in which it is allowed to move. That is, although the title is valid in one zone, it's not shown the green circle if the passenger is in another zone where the ticket is invalid. In this condition is shown the red circle. Figure 8 . T ree aplication screens [6] .
A. Tests in Lisbon Transportation Operators
Lisboa Viva tickets allow a contract to be valid in one or more operators, so a passenger with the same contract can use Carris buses and Metro.
The architecture of the implemented solution supports a contract to be valid in more than one operator, it is only necessary to indicate on the validation service side that the contract is valid for more than one transport operator (indicating in which operators that the contract is valid.)
B. Performance Tests
Since communication with the smart card and validation service can be time-consuming operations, it is relevant to pay attention to the time that these operations take in the validation process. The tablet with Android OS was connected to the Internet through a Wi-Fi network to operate with the 802.11g standard, which enables a data transmission speed up to 54 Mbps. The information transmitted in this network is protected by the WPA security protocol. The validation operation was tested in three different scenarios, during 6 days (5 week day, plus a week-end day), and performed in different hours during each day.
To test the performance of the developed system, were performed a number of validation requests , and was noted the total time that elapsed from the validation process between the time when the card was detected by the reader, until the moment in which the tablet with Android OS shows the validation result. In each validation request are sent seven commands to the reader, and five of these commands are APDU, that are forwarded by the reader to the smart card.
Scenario 1: Validation service is in a local network PC
The first performance test was realized with the validation service running on a computer with Windows 7, i.e., the service validation was running on a PC on the local network and was used the Android validator developed to test the card read process and the online validation process. After the completion of six validations were verified the results shown in Table I . Each entry refers a day of the week, from Monday to Saturday and the results are the average of the various tests through the day. The calculated time is the sum of the times of two main operations: the process of reading the data from the smart card and the validation of that data on the validation service. These times were calculated separately.
After performing this test it was found that on average a request validation takes, in total, about 2.8 seconds, and spent about a second interacting with the smart card, and 1.8 seconds on the interaction with the validation service.
Scenario 2: Validation service is in Amazon
Two tests were performed with the validation service running on two different virtual machines hosted on Amazon's EC2 service. The first test consisted of using a virtual machine located in the United States (Oregon). After performing the six validation tests were verified the results shown in Table II . From the results, it was found that the average of time to the smart card access does not change relative to the previous test, taking about one second. This is because it is not necessary interacting with the validation service until the information is completely read from the smart card. However, the time of validation in the web service hosted on Amazon took about three seconds. This increase in response time by the validation service, compared to the previous test (in which a computer was used) happens due to the geographical distance between the virtual machine and tablet with Android OS. The second test done with Amazon was made using a virtual machine in an area of Europe (Ireland). During this test were also performed six validations and obtained the results shown in Table III . From the results it was found that the response time by the validation service decreases relative to the previous test, for about two seconds, and the total time validation is about 3.4 seconds. A validation time of 3.4 seconds in this latency is not a problem for a validator, since this type of operation is rarely performed to passengers. However it appears that it is a high latency value, which could be problematic if used in an automatic gate, since the passenger would have to wait for this time to elapse to enter or exit the station. This latency occurs due mainly to the transmission time of the validation request through the network, since are performed four validation requests, one for each existing contract on the Calypso smart card. There conditioning factors that can be improved with the aim of optimizing the validation process, e.g., using 3G technology as a means of communication in the tablet with Android OS and submit all contracts present in the same smart card validation request. Thus the time of the request for validation would be reduced.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The proposed system uses a novel approach based on a Cloud Computing approach for the development of personalized ticketing software. The thin devices are being developed in an Android platform, where a selling ticketing and validation process are also under development.
The architecture described in this paper shows the development and implementation of a thin device concept for our cloud ticketing approach.
It was also identified that the system would have to be fast enough to work correctly in case of influx of people (persons above 50 groups), and it was found that the system responds in an appropriate time to process validation (about 3.4 seconds).
The use of cloud computing can be a problem if used in other types of devices, such as an automatic gate, where the elapsed time in the validation process could force the passenger to have to wait too long to enter or exit the station. There is also the problem of the need for a constant connection to the validation service, since if communication fails cannot validate tickets. In this context, there is a risk of a legitimate passenger cannot use transport.
To avoid this problem, the validation service can be replicated in the local network each station thereby decreasing the probability of failure, and if a failure occurs, that failure would be located only in one station, allowing the remaining stations operate normally.
